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LIST OF FURTHER MAIN LECTURES 
PRESENTED AT THE CONFERENCE 
PUSS V.: Stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic systems (plenary lecture) 
ATKINSON F. V.: Critical cases of certain ground-state problems for nonlinear 
wave e(inations 
BOBROWSKI I).: Boundary-value problems for random differential equations 
FVFRriT W. N.: On linear ordinary quasi-differential equations 
HFDRFRO L. I.: Sobolov spaces and nonlinear potential theory 
LAZAROV R.: Superconvergence of the gradient for triangular finite elements 
MARKOWICH P.: The semiconductor device equations 
MASLKNNIKOVA V. N.: Boundary value problems for second order elliptic 
equations in domains having non-compact and non-smooth boundaries 
PUZA B.: Ob odnom metode analiza razreshimosti kraevykh zadach dlja 
obyknovennykh differontsialjnykh uravnenil 
SELL (i.: Lyapunov exponents and oscillatory behavior equations with negative 
feedback 
SUSSMANN II. J.: A theory of envelopes and high order optimality condition for 
bang-bang controls 
